Dominion Voting is searching for a talented and passionate Senior Product Owner to join our
team in Belgrade! This position will be responsible for acting as a proxy for our customers to
define and prioritize stories, and prioritizing team backlog so as to streamline the execution of
projects; define story acceptance criteria and accept stories as done once they meet the
technical integrity and quality required; liaise closely with Product Managers and Software
Developers, IT and Operations; and Sales.

 Assist with planning and defining epics and

user
stories,
story
estimates,
story
sequencing and drafting team objectives.
 Oversee the creation and update of team

backlogs, team vision, roadmap and content
presentations.
 Actively participate in daily scrums, planning

meetings, sprint reviews and retrospectives.
 Plan and define iterations, story detail and

priorities and accept all final iteration plans.
 Support acceptance test-driven development

by creating and providing story acceptance
criteria.
 Validate

that finished stories meet the
defined story acceptance criteria and accept
stories as done.

 Work closely with IT, Product Management,

Hardware and Configuration Management to
ensure key technology infrastructure is in
place for new features.
 Play a key role in preparation and execution

of team demos and system demos.
 Understand the usability of our products and

how upcoming
usability.

stories

may

influence

 Support

Technical Publications, Marketing
Sales and Operations by documenting new
features and acting as a subject matter
expert.

Learn more about us at www.dominionvoting.com
Dominion Voting is an Equal Opportunity Employer

 Undergraduate degree preferred in computer

science or engineering.
 A minimum of 7 years of experience working

as a Business
Owner/Manager
experience

Analyst
or

and/or Product
commensurate

 A minimum of 5 years of experience working

in an Agile environment.
 Experience

in the elections industry
experience with elections is preferred.

or

 Excellent verbal and written communication

skills.
 Ability to manage projects with attention to

detail
 Ability

to
analyze
data
and
make
determinations from it for problem resolution.

 Ability to establish and maintain business and

customer relationships.
 Ability to analyze problems and identify

potential solutions and preventive measures.
 Ability to travel internationally up to 10% of

the time.

